
THE HOPF BIFURCATION AND ITS APPLICATIONS

SECTION 3

THE HOPF BIFURCATION THEOREM IN R2 AND IN Rn

The center manifold theorem is used to reduce bifurca-

tion problems to finite dimensional ones as follows.

Consider a one parameter family of maps ~~: Z + Z on

a Banach space Z, where ~ E R or an interval in R con-

taining O. Assume (~,x) 1+ 'I'~(x) is ck+l and 'I'~(O) = 0

for all ~. Assume that for ~ < 0 the spectrum of D'I'~ (0)

is strictly inside the unit circle, for ~ = 0 the spectrum

splits in two pieces as in the center manifold theorem and

for ~ > 0 the spectrum has two pieces, one inside and one

outside the unit circle. See Figure 3.1.
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f-L<O f-L=O
Figure 3.1
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Consider'!': R x Z ..,. R x Z, (fJ,x) /+ (fJ,'I'fJ(x». The

derivative at zero is

D'l'(O,O) (v,h) =

[
a'I' fJ Iv, -a- (x}v

fJ fJ= 0
x=O

maps on

generating

= (v,D 'l'fJ (O) 'h)
x

(since 'l'fJ(O) = 0 for all fJ}. Thus, the spectrum of D'I'(O,O)

consists of the spectrum of Dx'l'fJ(O) plus the point one.

Therefore, we can apply the center manifold theorem to 'I' to

produce an invariant manifold in R x Z.

The fJ = constant slices of this invariant manifold

produces a one parameter family of invariant manifolds for

'I'fJ. These manifolds have the same dimensionality as the

eigenspace of the piece of the spectrum crossing the unit

circle, and this is often finite dimensional.

There is an entirely analogous reduction possible for

flows using the center manifold theorem for flows.

It should be cautioned that the center manifold, while

containing all the local recurrence, is not globally invariant

nor need it be attracting in the strict sense. However, if

care is exercised, and if a pair of eigenvalues crosses the

unit circle or the imaginary axis if we are thinking in terms

of the vector field, then we are in the two dimensional case.

(We remark--see Section SA that a semiflow of Ck+l

a finite dimensional space automatically has a Ck

vector field, so that after the reduction is made we may

usually assume that the generator of the flow is smooth.)

Hence we shall next examine, in detail, the finite

dimensional case. (Details of the above reduction process are

given in Section 4.)
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First, we consider the two dimensional case. (The

n-dimensional case is treated in Theorem 3.15 below.)

The Hopf Theorem in R2

The following theorem is essentially due to Andronov

(1930) and Hopf (1942) and was suggested in the work of

.. +
Poincare (1892)

(3.1) Theorem. Let X be a ck (k > 4) vector
fl

field on R2 such that X (0) = 0 for all fl and X = (X ,0)
fl fl

is also ck • Let dX (0,0) have two distinct, complex
fl

conjugate eigenvalues A(fl) and A(fl) such that for fl > 0

Re A(fl) > O. Also, let d (Re A(fl) ) I > O. Then
dfl fl=O

(A) there is a
k-2*

function (-8,8) RC fl : ->-

such that (xl,O,fl(Xl » is on a closed orbit of period ~

271/IA(0) 1 and radius growing like ~ of X for xl f 0

and such that fl(O) = o.

(B) There is a neighborhood U of (0,0,0) in

R3 such that any closed orbit in U is one of those above.

Furthermore, if 0 is a "vague attractor" for XO' then

(C) f1(x l ) > 0 for all xl f 0 and the orbits

are attracting.

The meaning of "vague attractor" will be spelled out as

we go along and the detailed calculations involved in this

condition are worked out in Section 4 (see also Section SA).

In Section 3A it is shown that "vague attractor" can be

+The present version of Theorem 3.1 is due to Ruelle and
Takens [1]. The n dimensional case is due to Hopf. See
Section SA for comparisons.

*If X is analytic, then f1 will also be analytic (Hopf [1];
see Section 5).
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weakened to "attractor" in the usual Liapunov sense. In any

case, this condition is usually not obvious in examples and

will be discussed extensively below.

Our proof follows Ruelle-Takens [1], with the details

included. At the end of the section we shall discuss what

happens if d(Re_A(~»/d~ = 0 (see Section 3A).

Proof. The essence of the proof is an application of

the implicit function theorem. We show that for small ~,

there is a Ck- l £unction which takes the point (xl'O,~)

to the first intersection (P(xl'~) ,O,~) of the orbit of

(xl'O,~) under the flow of X with the xl-axis such that xl

and P(xl'~) have the same sign (Figure 3.2). Let V(xl'~)

= P(xl'~) - xl· V is a displacement function.

We use the implicit function theorem to get

11- = 11-0

Figure 3.2

a curve (xl,O,~(xl» of zeros of V, i.e., a curve of closed

orbits of the flow of X. The map (xl,O) ~ (P(xl,~(xl»'O)
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is the Poincar~ map associated with the closed orbit through

(xl,~(xl». We use standard results about Poincar~ maps to

find conditions under which the orbits are attracting. The

uniqueness of the orbits is essentially the uniqueness of the

implicitly defined function in the implicit function theorem.

(Proving uniqueness of the closed orbits is more complicated

in higher dimensions, see Section S and Section SA, page 198.
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Step 1: By a ~-dependent change of basis on R2 , we may assume

[

Re A (~) Im A (~) )
that dX (0,0) =

~ -Im A(~) Re A(~)
where A(~) is chosen

so that Im A(~) > O. In the new coordinates, X
~

continuous derivatives up to order k except that

will have

akx~/aj1k

may not exist. Furthermore, for each ~, the xl-axis is in-

variant under the change of basis. (That is, the new xl-axis

is the same as the old one, and we are only changing the

x 2-axis). Let us now note a few simple lemmas:

function from U C R + R4 • Let the matrix have two distinct

eigenvalues for all ~ E [a,b] C U. Then the eigenvalues are

ck functions from (a,b) C R + ~.

Proof. By the quadratic formula, the eigenvalues are

all + a 22 ± l(all+a22 )2 - 4al2a 21 2
-=-=---..;;::.::..---=-:::2-=e::----....::.::-=- By assumption (all+a22 )

- 4al2 a 21 is bounded away from zero on (a,b), so the eigen-

values are ck functions of on this interval. 0

(3.3) Lemma. Let T: ~2 + ~2 be a linear transforma-

tion that is real on real vectors and has no real eigenvalues.
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Let vI + iV2 be an eigenvector with eigenvalue A. There

is an eigenvector (~) + i(~) which has the same eigenvalue.

Proof. Any complex multiple of vI + iV2 is an eigen

vector of T with eigenvalue A. Thus, it is sufficient to

show that there is a z = x + iy such that

[:) + i[:). This is equivalent to

solving the pair of equations:

I

o

i.e.,

The columns of this matrix are independent over R since if

v 2 = cvl ' then vI + iV2 = (l+iclvl· Therefore, vI

(l+ivl-l(vl+iv2) is a real eigenvector, which cannot be.

Thus, the equation can be solved. []

(3.4) Lemma. Let T be as in the previous lemma.

Proof. TVI = Re T(vl+iv2l because T is real.

TVI = Re[A(vl+iv2l] Re AVI - 1m AV 2 • TV2 = Im[A(vl+iv2l]

1m AVI + Re AV 2 • CJ

Using .the preceding lemmas, we see that if [~) + i(~~~l)

is an eigenvector of dX~(O,Ol with eigenvalue A(~l, then

g) and [
a (~l )
B(~)

are independent vectors such that the matrix
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is[
a (~»)
s (~)

~. Let

We now show that the vector

function of

of dX~(O,O) with respect to [~) and

[
Re A (~) 1m A (~) ] •

-1m A(~) Re A(~)

a

We solve the equation

[
l+ia(~»)

= A(~) •
is(~)

all (~) = Re A(~)

From this we obtain the equations

Therefore,

Re A(~) - all (~)

a(~) = 1m A(~)

Because the change of coordinates is. linear for each ~ and

because a and S are functions of ~, in the new

coordinates X will have continuous k
th

partials except that

are. I ax axIn partlcu ar, -a-- and a
xl x 2

From now on, we will assume

akx
a-k may not exist.
~

functions in the new coordinates.

that the coordinate change has been made, i.e., that

[

Re A (~) 1m A (~) )
dX (0,0) =

~ - 1m A (~ ) Re A (~) •

Step 2: There is a unique ck - l vector field x~ on R2

such that Iji*X X
~'

where Iji: R2 -;. R2 is the polar coordinate

map Iji (r, e) = (r cos e, r sin e) , and Iji* is the differential

of Iji.

Let X

*Note that Xe
component of X

direction which

is the "angular velocity" of X, and not the

along a unit vector ee in the a/ae

is what Xe often stands for.
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Then
-r sin

r cos :) [~:) .
x implies

\l

sin e] [X\ll]
cos ex'

r \l2

r t- o.

can be extended to be

cos e X\ll +

Consider

X\lr

(r, e) •for all

-Thus, if the vector field X
\l

on all of R2 , it is clearly unique.

sin e X\l2' which is

-sin e -
~~r~ x\ll(r cos e, r sin e)

+ co~ e X\l2(r cos e, r sin e), r t- o.

Then

x\ll(r cos e, r sin e) - X\ll (0,0)
lim X\le(r,e) -sin e lim

r ....O r
r .... O

x\l2(r cos e, r sin e) - X\l2 (.0, 0)
+ cos e lim

r ....O r

because X (0,0)
\l

O. Thus

(-sin e)dX\ll (0,0) (cos e, sin e)

+ (cos e)dX\l2 (0,0) (cos e, sin e)

(-sin e) (Re A(\l)COS e + 1m A(\l)sin e)

+ (cos e) (-1m A(\l) cos e + Re A(\l) sin e)

-1m A(\l).

We therefore define
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(cos e xjll(r cos e, r sin e)

+ sin e xjl2(r cos e, r sin e»~r
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+ co~ e xjl2(r cos e, r sin e»~e ' r to

a
- Im A(jl)ae- r = 0

Xjle(r,e)

-sin e X (r cos e, r sin e) +
r jll

+ c~s e xjl2(r cos e, r sin e), r t 0

- Im A(jl), r = 0

To see that Xjle(r,e) is ck
-

l , we show that the functions

1- X l(r cos e, r sin e) andr jl

ck - l when extended as above.

! X (r cos e, r sin e)
r jl2

are

(3.5) Lemma. Let A: R2 .... R be Then

1

A(x,y) - A(O,O) = I aA(tx,ty) x + A(tx,ty) Y dt. Let
ax ay

1
0 1

Al (x,y) I
aA(tx,ty) dt and A

2
(X,y) = I

aA(tx,ty) dt., ax 3y
0 0

Ai (0,0) =
dA(O,O) and A2 (0,0) =

aA (0,0)
dX ay

Proof. The first statement is true by Taylor's theorem

and the second statement is easy to prove by induction. By the

J
l ax , (rt cos e, rt sin e)

lemma, ! X . (r cos e, rt sin e) = cos e ....JU. dt
r jlJ 0 ax

I
l ax . (rt cose, rt sin e)

+ sin e ....JU. dt
o ay

for j 1,2. Since all k
th
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partials of X are continuous except

under the integral sign are Ck- l and

ck- l , too. D

dXk--r ' the functions
dfl
so the integrals are

Step 3: The Poincare Map (see Section 2B for a discussion of

Poincare maps). -Let the flows of X and X be ~t and ~t

Consider the vector field X. Since X(O,e)

respectively. It is elementary to see that

we have ~flt(O,e) = (O,e-Im A(fl)t,fl).

= (O,O-IA(O) 121T/[A(O) 1,0) = (O,-21T,0)

8

~021T/[A(O) I (0,0)

(Figure 3.3).

r

- - - - - 8=-27T

Trajectory of (0,0,0) under ~Ot

Figure 3.3

Because X is periodic with period 21T, it is a Ck- l vector

field on a thick cylinder and the orbit of the origin is closed.

We can associate a Poincare map P with this orbit (Figure 3.4).
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Poincare map on cylinder
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/

/
/

<0,0,0)

~

range of P

Poincare Map in R3

Figure 3.4

domain of P

8=-27T



~ E (-8,8) }

T(r,~) , which is the time t when

k-l Note that under theC • 1JJ,

Therefore, the displacement map

is defined and ck - l on the
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That is, there is a neighborhood U = {(r,O,~) IrE (-8,8)

and ~ E (-8,E)} such that the map P(r,O,j.J) = (P(r,~) ,-211,~),

where p(r,~) is the r coordinate of the first intersection

of the orbit of (r,O,~) with the line e = -211, is defined.

This map is ck- l • The map

~t(r,O,~) = P(r,O,~) is also

r-axis becomes the xl-axis.

(xl'O,~) 1+ (xl+V(xl'~) ,O,~)

neighborhood e = {(xl'O,~) I xl E (-8,8) and

(xl+V(xl'll)'O,~) is the first intersection of the orbit of

(xl'O,~) with the xl-axis such that the sign of xl and the

sign of P(xl,j.J) = xl + V(xl,j.J) are the same.

(3.6) Remark. Using uniform continuity and the fact

that <P t is e-periodic, it is easy to see that there is a

neighborhood N = { (r, 8 ,j.J) I 2
+ ~

2 o} such that no pointr <

of N is a fixed point of <Pt' Thus, the only fixed points

of ¢t in N = {(xl ,X2 ,ll)I
2 + 2

+ ~
2 o} are the pointsxl x 2 <

(0,0, ll) •

(3 • 7 ) Lemma.
dP (xl ,ll) I

dX
l

xl=O

ll=~

Proof. Let <!>~t(xl,x2) = (allt (x l ,x2 ), b~t(xl,x2»'

flow satisfies the following equation:

The

T(Xl,ll)

f Xlll(a~t(xl'O), b~t(xl,O»dt.
o

We differentiate this equation with respect to xl to get the

desired result; the differentiation proceeds along standard
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lines as follows

V(xI+6xI'~) - V(XI'~)

6xI

75

I
6x

I

From this we see that

aT(xI'~)

+ a Xl (a T ( ) (xl,O), b T ( ) (xl' 0) ) .
x 2 ~ ~ xl'~ ~ xl'~

In case Xl = 0, we can evaluate this expression. Since

a~t(O,O) = b~t(O,O) = 0 and since XI~(O,O) = 0, the second

term on the right-hand side vanishes. Recall that T(O,~) =
aX

I2TI/Im A(~). By the chain rule, ~ (a t(O,O), b t(O,O) =
xl ~ ~

aXl aa~t axly aXI~ abytaa- (0,0) ax-- (0,0) + ax (0,0) +~ ax (0,0). Since
I I I

aXl~
aa (0,0) = Re A(~) and and because

(0,0) is a fixed point of ~~t' we can evaluate the derivatives
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of the flow here.

expt[ Re A(fl) rm ,(., II
d<l>flt (0,0) = exp[tdX (0,0)]

fl -Im A ()l) Re A(fl)

[-::
Re A(fl)cos Im A(fl)t

t Re A(fl)sin rm't.,t]e

Re A(fl)sin Im A(fl)t t Re A(fl)cos Im A(fl)te

aa
Therefore, ~ (0 0) = e tJRe A(fl)cos Im A(fl)t andaXl '

So we have

avaX
l

(O,fl)

J
2

0

'IT/lm A (fl) t Re '( )
e 1\ )l (Re A(fl) cos ImA(fl)t-Im A(fl)sin Im A(fl)t)dt

e 2 'IT (Re A(fl) ) / Im A(fl ) _ 1. 0

Step 4. Use of the Implicit Function Theorem to Find

Closed Orbits

The most obvious way to try to find closed orbits of <l>t

is to try to find zeros of V. Since V(O,O) = 0, if either

av (0,0)
aXl

or avail (0,0) were not equal to 0, the conditions

for the implicit function theorem would be satisfies and we

could have a curve of the form (xl()l) ,fl) or (Xl,fl(Xl ))

such that V = 0 along the curve. Unfortunately, ~~ (0,0) 0

2.Y.... (0,0). Instead of V we use the functionaXl

av (O,fl)
aX

l
o
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(3.8) Lemma. v is k-2
C .

II ~~l (tx l ,)1)x l dt because V(O,)1)

o
1

I av (tx )1)dt x t 0 The functionaX
l

l' , 1 .
o

k-lC .Proof. Recall that v is V(X l ,)1)

V(x
l

,)1)
0, ---,;-,,-=-

aX l

is

easily seen to be Ck - 2 by induction. [J

(3.9) Lemma. V(O,O) = O. av (0,0) t O. Therefore,3iJ
there are neighborhoods Nl

and N2 of 0 and a unique

function )1: N
l

->- N
2 such that )1 (0) = 0 and such that

Proof. V(O,O) av (0,0) = e 2n (Re A(O))/Im A(O) _ 1
aX l

o

since Re A(0) o. av (0 0) lim V(O ,11) - \7(0,0)
a)1 ,

)1->-0 )1

lim 1 [av (0,)1) av
(0,0) )

a 2v (0,0) =
)1->-0 )1 aX l

- aX
l a)1aX1

~[e2n(Re A()1))/Im A()1) 1) I = I ~70) d(Re/()1)) ItO.
d ll - m )1 )1=0

>" )1=0

(Note that this is where the hypothesis that the eigenvalues

cross the imaginary axis with nonzero speed is used.) The

rest of the lemma follows from the implicit function theorem. ~

Step 5. Conditions for Stability

Now let us assemble results on the derivatives of 11

and V at zero.

(3 • 1 0 ) Lemma. )1 I (0) = O.

Proof. By the way that the domain of V was'chosen, we

know that if V(xl ,ll(xl )) = 0, then the orbit through
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that and have opposite sign. (In polar coordinates,

this corresponds to the fact that the orbit of (xl,O,~(xl»

crosses the line e = -TI). Choose a sequence of points

Xn f O. Then for each xn ' there is a Yn such that Yn < 0

and ~(xn) = ~(Yn)· By continuity of ~, Yn ~ O. (To show

this, one uses the fact that T(xl'~) is bounded in a

neighborhood of (0,0) and the fact that ~ is uniformly

continuous on bounded sets.) Therefore, since ~(O) = 0 and

, we havehas opposite sign to

( 3 • 11) Lemma. V ( 0 , 0 )

~(Yn)

Yn

3V (0,0)
3xl

~'(O) = o. 0

O.

know thatProof.

To see that

We already

2
3 ~ (0,0) =
3x

l

V(O,O) = av (0,0) = O.
3x

l

0, we differentiate the equation

then o

+ 3V I ~"(x ) = O.
3~ ) ) 1

(xl,~(xl

and we get the equation 3
2
VI

3 2
xl (0,0)

If

O. 0

0,

if

(3.12) Definition.

3
3

V (0,0)<0.*
3x3

1

(0,0) is a vague attractor for

*This condition is computable; see Section 4.
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(3.13) Lemma. If (0,0) is a vagueattractorfor

Xo' then the orbits through (xl,~(xl» are attracting and

~(xl) > 0 for small xl ~ 0.*

Proof. To show that ~(xl) > 0 for small xl ~ 0, we

show that ~"(o} > o. Since ~(O) = ~'(O) = 0, this shows
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that ~ has a local minimum at xl = O. Again we differentiate

the equation V(xl,~(xl» = O. Having done this three times

and evaluated the result at xl = 0, we get

~"(O) = _a3~ (0,0) ~
aX

l
/-

21T dReA(~)1
Im A (0) d~ ~=O

a2v
-~--~-- (0,0). Recall that
oj.loX l

> O. Therefore,~"(O) > O. To show

that the orbit through (xl,O,~(xl}) is attracting, we must

show that the eigenvalues of the derivative of the Poincare

map associated with this orbit are less than 1 in absolute

value (see Section 2B). Clearly, the Poincare map associated

with the orbit through . (xl,O,~(xl}) is P~(xl} (xi) =

P(Xi,~(xl». The derivative of P~(xl} at the point Xl is

~I Because ~I = 1, there is a neighbor-ax
l

. . ax
(xl,l-L(xl » 1 (O,O)

hood of (O,O) in which ap > -1.. Th d 1 h--- us, we nee on y s owaX
l

that for for

av I < 0 We show that the function f(x l )aX
l

.

(xl'~ (Xl))

av I experiences a local maximum at Xl O.aX l
(Xl'~ (Xl))

*This is not the most general possible statement of the
theorem; see Section 3B below for a generalization.

We
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already know thatf(O} = ~~ I = O.

1 (O,O)

Thus, fl (O) = O.

Therefore, fll (O)

d
2

V (O,O) [,3~ (0,00
d

2
V

(0,0) ]
2 d

3V (0,0 ) < O.dj.Jdx l dxldj.J =30dX l Xl

Thus, f (xl) experiences a local maximum at xl 0 and the

orbits are attracting. 0

Step 6. The Uniqueness of the Closed Orbits

(3.14) Lemma. There is a neighborhood N of (0,0,0)

such that any closed orbit in N of the flow of X passes

through one of the points (xl'O').!(x l }).

Proof. There is a neighborhood N
E

of (O,O,O) such

that if (xl ,x2 ').!) ENE' then the orbit of ¢t through

(x l ,x2 ').!) crosses the xl-axis at a point (xl,O,).!) such that

I~ll < E. This is true by the same argument that was used to

and T(X
l

,).!} > E > 0 andE Domain (P) and

show the existence of P (xl ,).!). We choose N = {(xl'x2 ,).!) I (xl').!)

dP I > 0dX l
(xl').!)

).! is small enough so that V(x l ,).!} = 0 for ).! E N iff

).! j.J(Xl }. Assume that the (xl,O,).!) E y, is a closed orbit

0, then ).!

nothing to prove. Suppose V(x l ,).!} f O. Then P(xl ,).!} > xl'
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n-l(P (x
l

,)1)

has the same sign

81

n-l n-2 induction nas P (xl,jl) - P (Xl,jl). By P (Xl,jl) >

n-l n n-l
for allP (xl ,jl) , (P (xl,jl) < P (xl,jl») n. Because

there is a nonzero lower bound on T(Xl,jl) for (xl,O,jl) E N,

this shows that (x l ,O,)1) is not on a closed orbit of ~t. CJ

The Hopf Theorem in Rn

Now let us consider the n-dimensional case. Reference

is made to Theorem 3.1, p.

(3.15) Theorem. Let X be a ck+l , k ~ 4, vector
)1

field on Rn , with all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 holding

except that we assume that the rest of the spectrum is distinct

from the two assumed simple eigenvalues A()1) ,A()1). Then

conclusion (A) is true. Conclusion (B) is true if the rest of

the spectrum remains in the left half plane as )1 crosses

zero. Conclusion (C) is true if, relative to A()1),A()1), 0

is a "vague attractor" in the same sense as in Theorem 3.1 and

if when coordinates are chosen so that

o

-I A (0) I
o

IA (0) I
o

o

d
3

Xl (0)

d
3

X2 (0)

d 3X3 (0)

(3.16) Remarks. (1) The condition A(O) ~ O(d 3X3 (O»

is independent of the way Rn is split into a space corre-

sponding to the A(O),XTOf space and a complementary one

since choosing a different complementing subspace will only
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replace d 3X3 (Ol

easily seen.

by a conjugate operator:

(2 l The condition is automatic if

n = 3 since the matrix dXO(O) is real.

(3) Further details concerning this theorem are given

in Section 4.

The proof of Theorem 3.15 is obtained by combining the

center manifold theorem with Theorem 3.1; i.e., we find a

center manifold tangent to the eigenspace of A(~l and A(~)

and apply Theorem 3.1 to this. One important point is that

in (B) of Theorem 3.1 we concluded stability of the orbit

within the center manifold. Here we are, in (B), claiming it

in a whole R
n neighborhood of the orbit. The reason for

this is that we will be able to reduCe our problem to one in

which the center manifold is the x l ,x2-plane and that plane

is invariant under the flow. If (x,~) is on a closed orbit

with period T,

I
all a l2 d 3¢T(x)

d¢ (xl
2

T,~
a 21 a 22 d 3¢T(x)

0 0 d3¢~(x)

The two-dimensional theorem will imply that the spectrum of

the upper block transverse to the closed orbit is in

{z! Izi < I} and our assumptions plus continuity will imply

the same for Since the spectrum of the Poincare

map is the spectrum of d¢ (x)
T,~

restricted to a subspace

transverse to the closed orbit, this shows a (dP (x» C {zI Iz' < I}

and the orbit is attracting. ~
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(3.17) Exercise. Show that the vector field

2
X

V
(x

l
,X

2
) = (x

2
,V(l-xl )x2-xl ) satisfies the conditions of

Theorem 3.1.
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(3.18) Exercise. All equations are given in polar co-

ordinates. Match each set of equations to the appropriate

picture and state which hypotheses of the Hopf bifurcation

theorem are violated. (If you get stuck, come back to this

problem after reading Section 3A.)

1-
. 2

2.
. 222

r -r (r+v) r r (fJ-r ) (211-r )

e 1 e 1

r r(r+ll) (r-ll) 4. r 2
3. vr(r+v)

e 1 e 1

5. r 222
-v r (r+l1) (r-l1)

e 1

(A)

y

x

-----*'""------"':~y

(B)
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y

x

x

-----*----"7-"y

(0) ( E)
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SECTION 3A

OTHER BIFURCATION THEOREMS
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Several authors have published generalizations of the

Hopf Bifurcation. In particular, Chafee [1] has eliminated

the condition that the eigenvalue A(~) cross the imaginary

axis with nonzero speed. In this case, bifurcation to periodic

orbits occurs, but it is not possible to predict from eigen

value conditions exactly how many families of periodic orbits

will bifurcate from the fixed point. Chafee's result gives a

good description of the behavior of the flow of the vector

field near the bifurcation point. See also Bautin [1] and

Section 3C.

Chafee's Theorem

We consider an autonomous differential equation of the

form

x (3A.l)

where x and X vary in real Euclidean space Rn (n > 2),

~ > 0 is a small parameter (called ~ in previous sections),

and P is a real n x n matrix. We assume the following
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hypotheses.

(HI) There exist numbers r O > 0 and EO > 0 such

that P is continuous on the closed interval [0, EOl and X

is continuous on the domain Bn(r
O

) x [0, EOl •

(HZ) For each E in [O,EOl we have X(O, E) = 0 so

that the origin x = 0 is an equilibrium point of (3A.l).

(H 3 ) For each r in [O,rOl there exists a k(r) > 0

such that on the domain Bn(r) x [O,E O] the function X is

uniformly Lipschitzian in x with Lipschitz constant k(r);

moreover, k(r) + 0 as r + O.

(H4 ) For each E in [O,EOl the matrix P(E) has a

complex-conjugate pair of eigenvalues a(E) ± ib(E) whose

real and imaginary parts satisfy the conditions

b (E) > 0

a(O) = 0, a(E) > 0

The other eigenvalues Al (E), Az (E), •.. , An _
Z

(E) of P (E)

have their real parts negative for all E in [O,E O]'

(HS ) For E = 0 the equilibrium point of (3A.l) at

the origin is asymptotically stable in the sense of Liapunov

(Lefschetz [11, p. 89, and Section 1 above).

Hypotheses (HI) and (H3 ) are sufficient to guarantee

the usual properties of existence, uniqueness, and continuity

in initial conditions for solutions of (3A.I). In that which

follows the solution of (3A.l) assuming a given initial value

at t o will be denoted by x(t,xO,E). In connection

with this notation we should mention the well-known autonomous

property of (3A.I): the solution of (3A.I) assuming a given

initial value xo at a specified value of t, say to' is
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given by x(t - to' x O'£)' The hypothesis (HS) replaces the

"vague attractor" hypothesis considered earlier.

(3A.l) Theorem. Let (3A.l) satisfy the hypotheses
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there exist numbers r l ,r2 ,

£0 be as in

such that

(Hl ). Then,

o < r 2 ~ r l

~ r O' 0 < £1 ~ £0' and such that the following assertions

are true.

(i) For each £ E (0'£1] there exist for Equation

(3A.l) two closed orbits Yl (£) and Y2 (£) (not necessarily

distinct) which lie inside a neighborhood of the form Bn(r(£»,

where 0 < r (£) ~ r 2 and r (£) ->- 0 as £ ->- 0 +. Moreover,

Yl (£) and Y2 (£) lie on a local integral manifold M2 (£)

homeomorphic to an open disk in R2 and containing the origin

x = O. Regarded as closed Jordan curves in M2 (£), Yl(E) and

Y2 (E) are concentric about the origin with, say, Yl (E) inside

Y2 (E) when these curves are distinct.

(ii) For each E E (0, El ] that part of M2 (E) which

lies inside Yl(E) is filled by solutions of (3A.l) which

approach the origin as t ->- _00 and which, except for the

equilibrium point ar x 0, approach Yl(E) as t ->- +00. No

other solutions of (3A.l) remain in Bn(rl ) for all t < O.

(iii) For each E E (O,E l ] that part of M2 (E) lying

outside Y2 (E) but contained in Bn (r2 ) is filled by solutions

of (3A.l) which remain in M2 (E) n Bn(r l ) for all t > 0 and

which approach Y2 (E) as t ->- +00.

(iv) For each E E (O,E l ] there exist solutions of

(3A.l) which approach the origin x = 0 as t ->- +00 and these

solutions fill a local integral manifold (= invariant manifold)

Mn- 2 (E) homeomorphic to an open ball in Rn- 2 and containing
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the origin x = O.

(v) If for a given E E (O,E O]' x(t,XO,E) is a solu

tion of (3A.l) for which Xo E Bn (r2), then x(t,xO,E) re

mains in Bn(rl ) for all t > O. Moreover, if x(t,XO,E)~O

~ t + +00 (§gg (iv)) then as t + +00, x(t,XO,E) approaches

the closed invariant set n(E) consisting of those points in

M2 (E) which lie on Yl(E) or Y2 (E) or between them. The

solutions which approach n(E) contain in their positive

limiting sets one or more closed orbits (which mayor may not

coincide with Yl(E) or Y2(E)). See Figure 3A.l.

___ stable manifold of x=O

invariant set

Figure 3A.l

Chafee [2] has also proved a theorem parallel to 3A.l

for the case in which the vector field at time t depends on

the flow at time t - a for some a > 0; i.e., x = F(t,xt )

where xt = x(t-a).
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The following example (see Chafee [1]) shows that one
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cannot predict the number of distinct families of closed orbits

to which the flow bifurcates. In cylindrical coordinates, let

dr
dt

de
dt

dz
dt

2 n l 2 n 2 2 n 3 2 nmr (E-r) (2E-r) (3E-r) .•• (mE-r )

1

- z

= rf(r"ll
J (JA.2l

where nl+···+nm is odd.

This equation is COO in rectangular coordinates. Fur-

thermore, it has m distinct families of closed orbits which

bifurcate from the origin at E = 0 (i.e., at r 2 = jE, Z = 0).

In rectangular coordinates, the derivative of the vector field

at the origin is

En.
. J n·

where a = (E J ) TI(j J). The eigenvalues are - 1 and
J

a ± i. By varying m and the n. 's one can vary the number
J

of distinct closed orbits independently of the order to which

a vanishes at O. For example,

dr 2 2 2 dr 2 3
dt r(E-r) (2E-r ) (3E-r) or dt = r(E-r) or

dr 2 ? ?
dt r(E-r) (2c-r-)-.

Chafee has shown us another example proving that dif-

ferentiability with respect to the parameter is necessary to

insure uniqueness of the closed orbits. In polar coordinates,

let
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elr
at

dB
dt 1

d RedA (E) I(3A.2) Exercise: Show that although
E=O

occurs.

2 > 0, bifurcation the two distinct periodic orbits (at

El / 3 , 2E l / 3 )r =

(3A.3) Remarks. In the paper of Jost and Zehnder [1],

the situation where X depends on more than one parameter is

considered. See also Takens [1].

Some interesting recent results of Joseph give another

proof of Chafee's result that one does not need V" I (0) ~ 0,

but only that the fixed point at ~ = 0 is stable. (See also

Section 3B). Joseph also is able to deal with the case in which

a finite amplitude periodic orbit arises. See Joseph-Nield [1]

for details, and Joseph [2]. For the case of more than one

parameter, Takens [1] also obtains finite amplitude bifurcations.

Alexander and Yorke [1] prove, roughly speaking, that

if a vector field X
~

increases either (i) y~

has a closed orbit y~, then as ~

.\

remains a closed orbit; (ii) the

period of y~ becomes infinite or (iii) y~ shrinks to a fixed

point. This is done without regard to stability of y~. For

another proof, see Ize [1]. (We thank L. Nirenberg for bringing

this to our attention.)
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SECTION 3B

MORE GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR STABILITY
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Here we shall prove that the least n for which

aIV (0,0) f 0 is odd, and that if this coefficient is negative,
naX l

the periodic orbits obtained in Theorem 3.1 by use of the im-

plicit function theorem are attracting and occur for ~ > 0

(we assume we have enough differentiability so that V is Cn ).

We also show that if the origin is attracting in the

sense of Liapunov for the flow of XO' then the periodic

orbits obtained in Theorem 3.15 (conclusions (A) and (B» are

attracting and occur for ~ > O.

(3B.l) Lemma. Let the vector field X be c2k for

k > 2. Then the function ~(~l) is c2 (k-l). Assume that

there is a j ~ 2(k-l) such that ~(j) (0) f O. Then the

least j for which this is true is even.

Proof. Let n be the least integer j such that

~ (j) (0) f O. Assume ~ (n) (0) > 0 and choose E: > 0 such

that for all xl with Ixll < E:, ~ (n) (x ) > O. Then by the
1
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mean value theorem we have ~(xl) = ~(n) (a )x a "'a wherenIl n-l

o < a j < xl (or xl < a j < 0) for all j. Suppose n is

odd, then sign(xl ) = sign(xlal···an _ l ). Therefore, for all

xl with Ixll < E, if xl > 0, then ~(xl) > 0 and if

xl < 0, then ~(xl) < O. However, we know that this cannot

occur. For let as n ->- 00 then for each there is a

must be even. There-

y~ < 0 such that ~(x~) = Il(Y~) and Y~ ->- a

argument shows that if ~(n) (xl) < 0, n

as n ->- 00 The same

fore, n is even. This also shows that bifurcation occurs

above or below criticality. []

(3B.2) Lemma. Let X be c2k for k > 2. Assume

= °
andj < n

that there is a j ~ 2(k-l) such that l.l{j) (0) f 0, and let

In this case ajy (O,O)
ax J

2 1
- 3~ (0 O)ll(n) (0).

a xla II '

n be as in the preceding lemma.

for all

Proof. Upon differentiating the equation V(Xl,Il(Xl » = °
j times and evaluating at xl = 0, we get aj~ (0,0) + (*) = 0.

ax J

(*) is a sum of terms of the form A~ll{~) CO) Ifor ~ < j and

This coefficient is easily seen to be

(0,0) = 0.

Therefore,

(0,0) + (*l

(0,0) +

we must find

V{O,Il) = ° for all ll.

an+lvTo find --n+I (0,0),
a xl

~ en) (0)

becauseo

O.

the coefficient of

2
3 a ~ (0, 0) II ' (0). Therefore,
a~

_ 3 a 2v (°,°)~ (n) (0) •
d Xld II

(0, 0)
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the function ~(xl)

integer j < 2(k-l)

(3B.3) Theorem. Let X be c2k for k > 2. Then

is c 2 (k-l). Assume that there is an

such that ~(j) (0) I O. Let n be the

least such integer.

for all xl I 0 and

an+lvIf --- (0,0) < 0,
~ n+l
o xl

sufficiently small. Furthermore, the

periodic orbits obtained from the implicit function theorem

are attracting.

Proof. We have already seen that ~(xl) > 0 for all

small xl such that xl I O. To show that the periodic orbits

are s.table, we must show that the function

(Seeohas a local maximum ataVIf (xl) = axl

(xl'~ (xl»

Step 5 above). f(j) (0) = 0 for all j < n because f(j) (0)

is a sum of terms of the form

isnRecall that

(0,0) +

(*)where(*)

n+l
Q. < j. fen) (0) =~

ax n+l

n+l 1
(O,O)~(n) (0) = ~ a n+~ (0,0) < O.

a xl

aj+lv
~ (0,0) +
a x J

1

A ~ (n (0) for
Q.

a 2v
a xla ~

even. Therefore, the mean value theorem shows that f(xl )

has a local maximum at xl = O. CJ

(3B.4) Theorem. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.15

be satisfied so that conclusions (A) and (B) hold. Further-

more, let the origin be Liapunov attracting for the flow of

XO• Then the periodic orbits obtained from Theorem 3.15 are

attracting and occur for ~ > O.

Proof. Under these conditions, Chafee's Theorem (page

85) holds. Therefore, the periodic orbits occur for ~ > O.
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Since conclusion (B) of Theorem 3.15 holds, the orbits are

unique, that is Yl = YZ• Under these circumstances, Chafee's

theorem implies that the orbits are attracting. ~
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SECTION 3C

HOPF'S BIFURCATION THEOREM AND THE CENTER THEOREM OF LIAPUNOV

by

Dieter S. Schmidt

Introduction

In recent years numerous papers have dealt with the

bifurcation of periodic orbits from an equilibrium point. The

starting point for most investigations is the Liapunov Center

Theorem [1] or the Hopf Bifurcation Theorem [1]. Local results

concerning these theorems were published by Chafee [1], Henrard

[1] Schmidt and Sweet [1] among many others, noted in previous

sections, whereas Alexander and Yorke [1] discussed the global

problem of the bifurcation of periodic orbits. They showed in

their paper that Liapunov's Center Theorem can be derived as a

consequence of Hopf's bifurcation theorem.

J~ A. Yorke suggested that one should show also on the

local level that Liapunov's theorem can be obtained from the

one of Hopf. For this we provide an analytic proof of Hopf's

theorem based on the alternative method as outlined in Berger's

article in Antman-Keller [1] which is general enough to include
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the center theorem as a corollary. In addition our proof of

Hopf's theorem is simple enough to allow the discussion of

some exceptional cases.

The Hopf Bifurcation Theorem

We consider the n-dimensional autonomous system of

differential equations given by

x (3C.1)

which depends on the real parameter ~. We assume that (3C.1)

possesses an analytic family x = x(~) of equilibrium points;

that is F(x(~) ,~) = o. Without loss of generality we assume

that this family is given by x = 0, that is F(O,~) = O. We

suppose that for a certain value of ~, say ~ = 0, the

matrix Fx(O,~) has two purely imaginary eigenvalues tiS

and no other-eigenvalue of Fx(O,O) is an integral multiple

of is. If a(~) + is(~) is the continuation of the eigen

value is then we assume that a' (0) f o.

(3C.1) Theorem (Hopf). Under the above conditions

there exist continuous functions ~ = ~(E)

depending on a parameter E with ~(O) = a

and T = T(E)

-1T(O) = 2nS

such that there arenonconstant periodic solutions X(t,E)

of (3C.1) with period T(E) which collapse into the origin

as E + O.

(3C.2) Remark. Our assumptions for the Hopf theorem

are slightly less restrictive than they are usually stated as

we do not require the other eigenvalues to be non imaginary.

Furthermore F(x,~) does not have to be analytic for the

proof to hold but a certain degree of differentiability is
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required.

Proof, Through a linear change of coordinates of the

form Y = S(~)x and by a change of the independent variable

T = S(~)t we can bring equation (3C.I) into the following

form
.

(u(~) + i)YI <PI (Yl' y, ~)YI + Y2 ,

Y2 (u(~) - i)Y2 + <P 2 (YI' Y2' y, ~) (3C.2)

"
Y B(~)y + ~(YI' Y2 , y, ~)
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and are the first two complex components of the vector

y. Real solutions are only given if YI = Y2. The remaining

n - 2 components of the vector yare real and denoted by

y. B(~) is a real n - 2 square matrix not necessarily in

normal form and the functions <PI' ~2' and <P are at least

quadratic in the components of the vector y.

We introduce now the following polar coordinates

is
YI = r e

-isr e rTl

and arrive at the following system

.
u(~)r

{ -is
¢l}r + Re e

S I + I Im {e-is <PI} (3C.3)r
.

B(~)Tl- u(~)Tl + .! (¢ { -is <PI}Tl) •Tl - Re er

Into this system we introduce the scale factor 8 by r = 8p

~ = 8~1·

Because of S = I + 0(8) we can use S as a new indepen-

dent variable to overcome the autonomous character of the given

system. The resulting differential equations have the follow

ing form
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dp
ere e: R(8,p,I1,El

(3C.4)

B (0) + V(8,P,I1,e:)

and we are searching for 2TI - periodic solutions of this sys-

tern. By our assumptions on the eigenvalues of B(O) we find

that for e: = 0 the only 2TI - periodic solution is P = Po

= const, 11 = O. This solution persists for e: "I- 0 if the

following bifurcation equation holds (see Berger [1])

f
2TI
o R(8,p,I1,e:)d8 = O.

In this expression P and 11 represent the 2TI periodic

solution of the given system (3C.l), but the terms of order

e:0 are already known and we can evaluate the term of the same

order in the bifurcation equation. This leads to the equation

)11 u' (O)P O + O(e:) 0

which can be solved uniquely to yield )11 = )1l(e:) = O(e:) by

the implicit function theorem, since u' (0)"1- 0 by assumption

and Po "I- 0 because we are looking for nontrivial solutions.

Therefore the function )1

found. The period of the solution in the original x-coordi-

nate system as found from the expression for d8
dt is

T T(e:) 2TI 2STOf (1 + O(e: ». D

The Liapunov Center Theorem

(3C.3) Theorem (Liapunov). Consider the system

x = Ax + f(x) (3C.5 )

where f is a smooth function which vanishes along with its
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first partial derivatives at x = O. Assume that the system

admits a first integral of the form I(x) = ~ xT S x + .••

where S = ST and det S t O. Let A have eigenvalues
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±is, A3 , .•• ,An S t O. Then if Aj/iS t integer for j = 3,

"',n the above system has a one parameter family of periodic

solutions emanating from the origin starting with period 2w/S.

For the usual proof, see Kelley [1].

Proof. As announced in the introduction we will show

that this theorem is a consequence of the Hopf bifurcation

theorem. To this end we consider the modified system

x = Ax + f(x) + ~ grad I(x) (3C.6)

and we will show that all conditions of Hopf's theorem are met

and that the nonstationary periodic orbits can only occur for

~ = O.

The second part is easily done by evaluating dI/dt

along solutions of (3C.6), which gives

dIdt = < grad I(x), Ax + f(x) + ~ grad I(x) >

~Igrad I(x)1 2 •

The second equality holds because I(x) is an integral

for Dc.s). Therefore I dI
]l dt is monotonically increasing unless

grad I(x(t» = 0, which gives x(t) = x(O) that is a station-

ary point.

In order to apply the theorem of the previous section

we only have to verify the condition concerning the real part

of the eigenvalue near is. Again through a linear change we

will bring the linear part of system (3C.S) into a normal form.

We assume that this has been done already and the matrix A
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has thus the following real form

-where A is a real n-2 square matrix. It follows from

ATS + SA = a that the matrix S in the integral has the form

with a f a since det S f O.

From the matrix

C
S 0

+ "S)
A + ).IS = -S ).I a 0

0 0 A

it follows at once that the eigenvalue near is has real part

~().I) = a).l and therefore a' (0) = a f O. CJ

An Exceptional Case for the Hopf Bifurcation Theorem

Our proof of Hopf's theorem is easy enough to al~ow us

to discuss the case where the real part of the eigenvalue does

not satisfy the condition a' (0) f 0, but instead the second

derivative is nonzero a"(O) f O. The term with ).11 in the

bifurcation equation is zero and we will have to evaluate some

higher order terms.

We use the same normal form as given earlier in equation

(3C.2) and for simplicity we assume that ~l and ~2 are

analytic functions in their variables. We assume that in a

preliminary nonlinear transformation mixed quadratic terms

involving Yl or and a component of have been elim-

inated. This can be achieved with a method similar to the one
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used in the Birkhoff normalization of Hamiltonian systems,

that is by a transformation of the form (cf. Section GA).

->- + Ty + ST-
Yl Yl Yl Ct Y2 Y

-T _ -T_
Y2 ->- Y2 + Yl S Y + Y2 Ct Y

Y ->- y.

The n-2 dimensional complex valued vectors Ct and Scan

be determined uniquely to eliminate the terms under question,
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because the matrix B(~) in system (3C.2) does neither have 0

nor 2i as eigenvalue for small ~.

In the function <PI we need to know the quadratic and

cubic terms made up of Yl and Y2 • They are

<PI
2 + bY I Y2

2 3 2 2 3
= aYl + cY2

+•• ~+ CtYl + SYI Y2 + AY1Y2 + oY2
+•.• .

The terms not written down either only involve the y variables

or are of higher order. The coefficients depend of course on

the parameter ~ and we write a = a(~) = a O + al~ + O(~2) and

similarly for the other coefficients.

The differential equation of interest in the 8, r, n

variables is the one for r which reads

dr
d8

This time we scale by

u(~)r +

1 + r- l

and obtain

s ~l

dn 2d8 B(O)n + O(s )
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with

2 i6 -i6 -3i6P Re{aOe +bOe +cOe + ..• }

3 {2i6 -2i6 -4i6P (Re aOe +SO+Yoe +oOe +... }

{ i6 -i6 -3i6 } { i6 i6Re aOe +bOe +cOe +•.. Im aOe +bOe

-3i6+cOe + ••• })

R
2

p 2 Re{alei6+ble-i6+cle-3i6+.•• }

R3 i u"(O)p.

The dots in the functions RO' Rl and R2 stand for terms in

volving the n variables. Because n = O(g2) for 2n

periodic solutions those terms will be insignificant in eval-

uating the bifurcation equation, which has the same form as

earlier and is given by

In evaluating this integral it is seen at once that there is

no constant term. Nevertheless care has to be exercised in

integrating RO because it will contribute to the g2 term

due to the form of the solution of p which is

2 2 i6 -i6 cOi (e-3i6_1)} 3
p = Po + g Po Re{aOi(l-e ) + bOi(e -1) + --3- + O(g )

Due to our preliminary transformation the n variables appear

quadratic on RO and therefore they will only contribute to

higher order terms in g and The integration leads to

the following bifurcation equation

The implicit function theorem allows us to state the following

result: If u"(O) Re{SO+i aObO} < 0 there are two distinct
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solutions of the above bifurcation equation of the form
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~l = 0(8). The solutions correspond to two families of periodic

orbits emanating from the equilibrium. In case

u"(O) Re{So+i aObO} > 0 there are no such solutions. Finally,

if the discriminant is equal to zero higher order terms are

needed to decide what is happening. In the case u(O)

= u(n-l) = 0 u(n) (0) ~ 0 we scale by r = 8n p ~

u' (0)

8 ~l

and after identical computations we arrive at the bifurcation

equation

Call D = u(n) (0) Re{SO+i aObO} • If n is odd and D ~ 0

there is always a solution of the form ~ = ~l (8) 0(8) for1

8 small to the above bifurcation equation. If n is even

then there are two such solutions if D < 0 and none if D > O.

(3C.4) Theorem. Consider the differential system of

equations (3C.2) put into a normal form as outlined above.

Assume u(O) = u' (0) = ••• = u(n-l) (0) = 0 u(n) (0) ~ 0

n = 1,2,··· let D = u(n) (0) Re{So+i aObo }. Then if n is

odd and D ~ 0 there exists at least locally a one parameter

family of periodic orbits which collapse into the origin as the

parameter tends to zero and the period tends to 2n. If n is

even then there are two such families in case D < 0 and none

in case D > O.

The result is very close to that of Chafee [1), dis

cussed in Section 3A. See also Takens [1].


